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AMAZING FA-BRICK
Amazing Fa-brick is a transparent textile and
decoration hardener. Dip nearly any porous
natural materials, such as textiles, into
Amazing Fa-brick and it will become stiﬀ and
rigid when dry. Drape or wrap your fabric
around a wire ﬁgure, paper mache or other
armature to make sculptures from fabric.
Dries transparent or add colored pigment
powder to give a new look to your sculpture.

Amazing Fa-brick is a transparent textile and decoration hardener. Dip
nearly any porous natural materials, such as textiles, into Amazing Fabrick and it will become stiﬀ and rigid when dry. Drape or wrap your fabric
around a wire ﬁgure, paper mache or other armature to make sculptures
from fabric. Dries transparent or add colored pigment powder to give a
new look to your sculpture.

AMAZING PIGMENT
Add beautiful color to Amazing Fa-Brick or Amazing Sculpt with our
rainbow of dry pigments. Easy to use, just add a small amount of pigment
to Amazing Fa-Brick or Amazing Sculpt (Part A), mix until even. Want a
diﬀerent shade? Mix more or or less pigment. How about a diﬀerent color?
Amazing Pigments can be mixed together to achieve a desired shade or
color. The "Small" containers are 1/4 ﬂ.oz, about 8ml and can pigment up
to 1 gallon of Amazing Fa-Brick or 8 pounds of Amazing Sculpt.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

AP-WHT

$5.95

AP-BLK

$5.95

AP-RED

$5.95
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Image

SKU

Price

AP-OR

$5.95

AP-YEL

$5.95

AP-GRN

$5.95

AP-TG

$5.95

AP-UB

$5.95

AP-UV

$5.95

AP-BS

$5.95

AP-RU

$5.95

AP-PERL

$7.95

AP-PG

$7.95

AP-SG

$7.95

AP-BRZ

$7.95

AP-COP

$5.95
$5.95

SKU: N/A
Price: $5.95 – $7.95
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Amazing Fa-brick is a transparent textile and decoration hardener. Dip
nearly any porous natural materials, such as textiles, into Amazing Fabrick and it will become stiﬀ and rigid when dry. Drape or wrap your fabric
around a wire ﬁgure, paper mache or other armature to make sculptures
from fabric. Dries transparent or add colored pigment powder to give a
new look to your sculpture.

AMAZING FA-BRICK FABRIC
Amazing Fa-brick is a transparent textile and decoration hardener. Dip
nearly any porous natural materials, such as textiles, into Amazing Fabrick and it will become stiﬀ and rigid when dry. Drape or wrap your fabric
around a wire ﬁgure, paper mache or other armature to make sculptures
from fabric. Dries transparent or add colored pigment powder to give a
new look to your sculpture.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU
AFB-8

AFB-16

AFB-32

AFB-64

AFB-1G

AFB-5G
SKU: N/A
Price: $14.95 – $259.95

Price
$14.95
$26.95
$22.95
$36.95
$69.95
$49.95
$129.95
$99.95
$599.95
$259.95
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CARBIDE BURS
Our carbide burs and cutters are designed for
multi-use and last much longer than
"disposable" burs. All burs are designed for
Turbine Carving Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16")
diameter shank. These include the Vortex,
Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbo Carver,
etc.
• CNC precision manufacturing produces a
top quality bur that exceeds industry
standards for quality and precision
• Highest quality raw materials: One-piece,
ﬁne-grain tungsten carbide design ground to
the shape resulting in zero vibration, superior
durability, optimal cutting eﬃciency
• Ability to withstand repeated abuse
• The most concentric bur ever produced consistent in size resulting in less chatter,
superior control, eﬃcient cutting and
ﬁnishing

Our carbide burs and cutters are designed for multi-use and last much
longer than "disposable" burs. All burs are designed for Turbine Carving
Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter shank. These include the Vortex,
Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbo Carver, etc. • CNC precision
manufacturing produces a top quality bur that exceeds industry standards
for quality and precision • Highest quality raw materials: One-piece, ﬁnegrain tungsten carbide design ground to the shape resulting in zero
vibration, superior durability, optimal cutting eﬃciency • Ability to
withstand repeated abuse • The most concentric bur ever produced consistent in size resulting in less chatter, superior control, eﬃcient
cutting and ﬁnishing

CARBIDE TAPERED FISSURE BURS
Tapered Fissure Burs are used for high deﬁnition engraving in metal,
outlining in wood or egg. With the FG-699L being our most popular for Egg
and Wood Piercing. Tapered Fissures are very good for outlining. *Each
bur is sold individually.
Read More
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Variations
Image

SKU

Price

FG-171L

$3.95

FG-1171

$3.95

FG-169

$3.95

FG-699

$3.95

FG-699L

$3.95

FG-703

$3.95

SKU: N/A
Price: $3.95

Our carbide burs and cutters are designed for multi-use and last much
longer than "disposable" burs. All burs are designed for Turbine Carving
Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter shank. These include the Vortex,
Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbo Carver, etc. • CNC precision
manufacturing produces a top quality bur that exceeds industry standards
for quality and precision • Highest quality raw materials: One-piece, ﬁnegrain tungsten carbide design ground to the shape resulting in zero
vibration, superior durability, optimal cutting eﬃciency • Ability to
withstand repeated abuse • The most concentric bur ever produced consistent in size resulting in less chatter, superior control, eﬃcient
cutting and ﬁnishing

CARBIDE SPECIALTY BURS
The carbide specialty burs are computer manufactured to exceed industry
standards for quality and precision. Using the highest quality one piece
ﬁne-grain tungsten carbide is grounded to ﬁnal shape resulting in zero
vibration, superior durability, and optimal cutting eﬃciency. These are the
most concentric bur ever produced. This means consistent in size
resulting in less chatter, superior control, sharper blades, eﬃcient cutting
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and ﬁnish. *Each bur is sold individually.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

FG-162

$12.95

FG-7406

$9.95

FG-7611

$9.95

FG-7901

$9.95

FG-7903

$9.95

SKU: N/A
Price: $9.95 – $12.95

Our carbide burs and cutters are designed for multi-use and last much
longer than "disposable" burs. All burs are designed for Turbine Carving
Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter shank. These include the Vortex,
Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbo Carver, etc. • CNC precision
manufacturing produces a top quality bur that exceeds industry standards
for quality and precision • Highest quality raw materials: One-piece, ﬁnegrain tungsten carbide design ground to the shape resulting in zero
vibration, superior durability, optimal cutting eﬃciency • Ability to
withstand repeated abuse • The most concentric bur ever produced consistent in size resulting in less chatter, superior control, eﬃcient
cutting and ﬁnishing

CARBIDE SUPER BURS
These are the fastest cutting bur ever produced. to its extensive inventory
of dental cutting tools. Special blade geometry featuring ﬁne cross-cuts
and unique neck design produce a bur that quickly cuts metal with
reduced chatter, breakage and improved control. Computer aided design
created to maximize performance while cutting metal such as gold, nickel,
chrome and other metal alloys like stainless steel. *Each bur is sold
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individually.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

SSB-2R

$6.95

BSB-8

$6.95

SSB-34

$6.95

BSB-37

$6.95

BSB-702

$6.95

BSB-1558

$6.95

SKU: N/A
Price: $6.95
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Our carbide burs and cutters are designed for multi-use and last much
longer than "disposable" burs. All burs are designed for Turbine Carving
Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter shank. These include the Vortex,
Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbo Carver, etc. • CNC precision
manufacturing produces a top quality bur that exceeds industry standards
for quality and precision • Highest quality raw materials: One-piece, ﬁnegrain tungsten carbide design ground to the shape resulting in zero
vibration, superior durability, optimal cutting eﬃciency • Ability to
withstand repeated abuse • The most concentric bur ever produced consistent in size resulting in less chatter, superior control, eﬃcient
cutting and ﬁnishing

CARBIDE PEAR BURS
The carbide pear burs are computer manufactured to exceed industry
standards for quality and precision. Using the highest quality one piece
ﬁne-grain tungsten carbide is grounded to ﬁnal shape resulting in zero
vibration, superior durability, and optimal cutting eﬃciency. These are the
most concentric bur ever produced. This means consistent in size
resulting in less chatter, superior control, sharper blades, eﬃcient cutting
and ﬁnish. *Each bur is sold individually.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

FG-332L

$3.95

FG-245

$3.95

FG-329

$3.95

FG-332

$3.95

SKU: N/A
Price: $3.95
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Our carbide burs and cutters are designed for multi-use and last much
longer than "disposable" burs. All burs are designed for Turbine Carving
Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter shank. These include the Vortex,
Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbo Carver, etc. • CNC precision
manufacturing produces a top quality bur that exceeds industry standards
for quality and precision • Highest quality raw materials: One-piece, ﬁnegrain tungsten carbide design ground to the shape resulting in zero
vibration, superior durability, optimal cutting eﬃciency • Ability to
withstand repeated abuse • The most concentric bur ever produced consistent in size resulting in less chatter, superior control, eﬃcient
cutting and ﬁnishing

CARBIDE CYLINDER BURS
Carbide Cylinder Burs are used for outlining relief carving, inlay and bulk
reduction. Works well with the Vortex Router Base. *Each bur is sold
individually.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

FG-558L

$3.95

FG-1558

$3.95

SKU: N/A
Price: $3.95
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Our carbide burs and cutters are designed for multi-use and last much
longer than "disposable" burs. All burs are designed for Turbine Carving
Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter shank. These include the Vortex,
Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbo Carver, etc. • CNC precision
manufacturing produces a top quality bur that exceeds industry standards
for quality and precision • Highest quality raw materials: One-piece, ﬁnegrain tungsten carbide design ground to the shape resulting in zero
vibration, superior durability, optimal cutting eﬃciency • Ability to
withstand repeated abuse • The most concentric bur ever produced consistent in size resulting in less chatter, superior control, eﬃcient
cutting and ﬁnishing

CARBIDE INVERTED CONE BURS
These burs are used for bright line engraving in metal and undercutting
for epoxy inlay. The 331/2 bur works beautifully for signatures and ﬁne
writing like Calligraphy. Tip: Hold the carver at 45o so the cut is made with
the edge of the cone. This is how to get ﬁne lines. *Each bur is sold
individually.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

FG-33-1/2

$3.95

FG-35

$3.95

FG-37

$3.95

FG-38

$3.95

SKU: N/A
Price: $3.95
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Our carbide burs and cutters are designed for multi-use and last much
longer than "disposable" burs. All burs are designed for Turbine Carving
Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter shank. These include the Vortex,
Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbo Carver, etc. • CNC precision
manufacturing produces a top quality bur that exceeds industry standards
for quality and precision • Highest quality raw materials: One-piece, ﬁnegrain tungsten carbide design ground to the shape resulting in zero
vibration, superior durability, optimal cutting eﬃciency • Ability to
withstand repeated abuse • The most concentric bur ever produced consistent in size resulting in less chatter, superior control, eﬃcient
cutting and ﬁnishing

CARBIDE ROUND BURS
Carbide Round Burs are for shaping and texturing in wood and engraving
metal. Also good for bulk reduction in most materials. Works well for
signatures and ﬁne writing. *Each bur is sold individually.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

FG-1/4

$3.95

FG-2

$3.95

FG-4

$3.95

FG-8

$3.95

SKU: N/A
Price: $3.95
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DIAMOND BURS
Our diamond multi use burs are
manufactured in Israel providing enhanced
quality. Each bur is hand checked to ensure
100% quality control. Advanced
electroplating guarantees a full diamond
coverage making each of our burs lifespan
longer. Our burs are created for fast cutting.
• The diamond bur surface is very
homogenized using special Hexagonal Boron
Nitride HBN plating.
• A mix of high quality natural diamond grits
reduces carving time.
• Stainless steel, Swiss made blanks are 1
piece, all hardened and ground for maximum
precision.
• All burs are designed for Turbine Carving
Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter shank.
These include the Vortex, Power Carver,
Powercrafter, Turbocarver, etc.

Our diamond multi use burs are manufactured in Israel providing
enhanced quality. Each bur is hand checked to ensure 100% quality
control. Advanced electroplating guarantees a full diamond coverage
making each of our burs lifespan longer. Our burs are created for fast
cutting. • The diamond bur surface is very homogenized using special
Hexagonal Boron Nitride HBN plating. • A mix of high quality natural
diamond grits reduces carving time. • Stainless steel, Swiss made blanks
are 1 piece, all hardened and ground for maximum precision. • All burs
are designed for Turbine Carving Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter
shank. These include the Vortex, Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbocarver,
etc.

DIAMOND KNIFE EDGE BURS
Diamond Knife Edge burs are used on glass, all metals, stone. Used to
carve straight grooves and for sectioning.
Read More
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Variations
Image

SKU

Price

DKE-23M

$5.95

DKE-23C

$5.95

DKE-53M

$5.95

DKE-53C

$5.95

SKU: DKE
Price: $5.95

Our diamond multi use burs are manufactured in Israel providing
enhanced quality. Each bur is hand checked to ensure 100% quality
control. Advanced electroplating guarantees a full diamond coverage
making each of our burs lifespan longer. Our burs are created for fast
cutting. • The diamond bur surface is very homogenized using special
Hexagonal Boron Nitride HBN plating. • A mix of high quality natural
diamond grits reduces carving time. • Stainless steel, Swiss made blanks
are 1 piece, all hardened and ground for maximum precision. • All burs
are designed for Turbine Carving Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter
shank. These include the Vortex, Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbocarver,
etc.

DIAMOND FOOTBALL-PEAR BURS
Diamond Football-Pear burs are used on glass, all metals, stone, and for
light smoothing and shaping in woods. For detailed engraving and carving.
Used for contouring and ﬁne shaping in softer materials like wood through
egg shell. Also used to carve hard materials like glass and stone and for
producing sandblasting and other eﬀects. Pear bur is best for engraving
and stippling on glass, gun stocks, eggs.
Read More

Variations
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Image

SKU

Price

DFB-10M

$4.95

DFB-32C

$6.95

DFB-10C

$4.95

DFB-16M

$4.95

DFB-16C

$4.95

DFB-23M

$4.95

DFB-23C

$4.95

DFB-23SC

$6.95

SKU: DFB
Price: $4.95 – $6.95
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Our diamond multi use burs are manufactured in Israel providing
enhanced quality. Each bur is hand checked to ensure 100% quality
control. Advanced electroplating guarantees a full diamond coverage
making each of our burs lifespan longer. Our burs are created for fast
cutting. • The diamond bur surface is very homogenized using special
Hexagonal Boron Nitride HBN plating. • A mix of high quality natural
diamond grits reduces carving time. • Stainless steel, Swiss made blanks
are 1 piece, all hardened and ground for maximum precision. • All burs
are designed for Turbine Carving Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter
shank. These include the Vortex, Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbocarver,
etc.

DIAMOND FLAME BURS
Diamond Flame burs can be used on glass, all metals, stone, for light
smoothing and shaping in woods. Ideal for detailed engraving and carving.
Used for contouring and ﬁne shaping in softer materials like wood and
egg shell. Also used to carve hard materials like glass and stone. The Xmas tree bur is used for fast material removal with a sanding eﬀect.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU: DF

SKU

Price

DF-14M

$4.95

DF-10M

$4.95

DF-10C

$4.95

DF-14C

$4.95

DF-16M

$4.95

DF-16C

$4.95

DF-37M

$6.95
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Price: $4.95 – $6.95

Our diamond multi use burs are manufactured in Israel providing
enhanced quality. Each bur is hand checked to ensure 100% quality
control. Advanced electroplating guarantees a full diamond coverage
making each of our burs lifespan longer. Our burs are created for fast
cutting. • The diamond bur surface is very homogenized using special
Hexagonal Boron Nitride HBN plating. • A mix of high quality natural
diamond grits reduces carving time. • Stainless steel, Swiss made blanks
are 1 piece, all hardened and ground for maximum precision. • All burs
are designed for Turbine Carving Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter
shank. These include the Vortex, Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbocarver,
etc.

DIAMOND CYLINDER BURS
Diamond Cylinder burs are good on all materials for gross reduction and
keeping the edge ﬂat and smooth. Very good for hair texture and detailed
line work.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU: DC

SKU

Price

DC-14M

$4.95

DC-14C

$4.95

DC-18M

$4.95

DC-18C

$4.95

DC-18MRC

$4.95

DC-23C

$4.95
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Price: $4.95

Our diamond multi use burs are manufactured in Israel providing
enhanced quality. Each bur is hand checked to ensure 100% quality
control. Advanced electroplating guarantees a full diamond coverage
making each of our burs lifespan longer. Our burs are created for fast
cutting. • The diamond bur surface is very homogenized using special
Hexagonal Boron Nitride HBN plating. • A mix of high quality natural
diamond grits reduces carving time. • Stainless steel, Swiss made blanks
are 1 piece, all hardened and ground for maximum precision. • All burs
are designed for Turbine Carving Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter
shank. These include the Vortex, Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbocarver,
etc.

DIAMOND INVERTED CONE BURS
Diamond Inverted Cone burs are good on glass, all metals, stone, and for
light smoothing and shaping in woods. For detailed engraving and carving.
Ideal for bright line engraving in metal and undercutting for epoxy inlay.
Great for signatures and engraving hair texture.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

DIC-09M

$4.95

DIC-12M

$4.95

DIC-12C

$4.95

DIC-16C

$4.95

DIC-18C

$4.95

SKU: DIC
Price: $4.95
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Our diamond multi use burs are manufactured in Israel providing
enhanced quality. Each bur is hand checked to ensure 100% quality
control. Advanced electroplating guarantees a full diamond coverage
making each of our burs lifespan longer. Our burs are created for fast
cutting. • The diamond bur surface is very homogenized using special
Hexagonal Boron Nitride HBN plating. • A mix of high quality natural
diamond grits reduces carving time. • Stainless steel, Swiss made blanks
are 1 piece, all hardened and ground for maximum precision. • All burs
are designed for Turbine Carving Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter
shank. These include the Vortex, Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbocarver,
etc.

DIAMOND ROUND BURS
Diamond Round burs are excellent for glass, all metals, stone, and for
light smoothing and shaping in woods. Use the small burs for detailed
engraving and carving. The large burs are work well for contouring.
Diamond round burs work best for engraving and stippling in glass, gun
stocks, eggs.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

DR-09C

$4.95

DR-32LSC

$9.95

DR-09M

$4.95

DR-12M

$4.95

DR-12C

$5.95

DR-14M

$4.95
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Image

SKU

Price

DR-14C

$5.95

DR-14LC

$8.95

DR-18M

$4.95

DR-18C

$5.95

DR-18XLSC

$11.95

DR-22M

$4.95

DR-22C

$5.95

DR-22LC

$8.95

DR-22LSC

$9.95

DR-32C

$6.95

DR-50C

$9.95

SKU: DR
Price: $4.95 – $11.95
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POLISHING BURS
Polishing Burs are excellent for fast contouring and ﬁnishing. Ideal for surface
characterization and adjusting details. Impregnated with silicone carbide and micrograined
aluminum oxide makes for a long lasting, fast cutting and concentric bur perfect for polish on
glass and ceramic. Also good for grinding metals. Can be used in place of diamond burs.
Notice: Polishing Burs must be run at a lower speed - less than 150,000 RPM.

Polishing Burs are excellent for fast contouring and ﬁnishing. Ideal for
surface characterization and adjusting details. Impregnated with silicone
carbide and micrograined aluminum oxide makes for a long lasting, fast
cutting and concentric bur perfect for polish on glass and ceramic. Also
good for grinding metals. Can be used in place of diamond burs. Notice:
Polishing Burs must be run at a lower speed - less than 150,000 RPM.

WHITE STONE POLISHING BURS
White Stone "Arkansas" burs are impregnated with aluminum oxide grit
for fast contouring and ﬁnishing. Polishing Burs are excellent for surface
characterization and adjusting details. These long lasting, fast cutting and
concentric bur are perfect for polish on glass and ceramic. Also good for
grinding metals. Can be used in place of diamond burs. Notice: White
Arkansas Stone burs must be run at a lower speed - less than 150,000
RPM. *Each bur is sold individually.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

WS-CN1

$4.95

WS-CY2

$4.95

WS-FL2

$4.95
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Image

SKU

Price

WS-IC2

$4.95

WS-RD1

$4.95

SKU: WS
Price: $4.95

Polishing Burs are excellent for fast contouring and ﬁnishing. Ideal for
surface characterization and adjusting details. Impregnated with silicone
carbide and micrograined aluminum oxide makes for a long lasting, fast
cutting and concentric bur perfect for polish on glass and ceramic. Also
good for grinding metals. Can be used in place of diamond burs. Notice:
Polishing Burs must be run at a lower speed - less than 150,000 RPM.

GREEN STONE POLISHING BURS
Green Stone burs are impregnated with silicon carbide grit for fast
contouring and ﬁnishing. Polishing Burs are excellent for surface
characterization and adjusting details. These long lasting, fast cutting and
concentric bur are perfect for polish on glass and ceramic. Also good for
grinding metals. Can be used in place of diamond burs. Notice: Green
Stone burs must be run at a lower speed - less than 150,000 RPM. *Each
bur is sold individually.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

GS-CN1

$4.95

GS-CY2

$4.95

GS-FL2

$4.95
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Image

SKU

Price

GS-IC1

$4.95

GS-RD1

$4.95

SKU: GS
Price: $4.95
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SUPER BURS
These solid carbide super burs are one-piece
construction signiﬁcantly reduces brazed,
welded or soldered joint breakage at the
head or neck. These are the fastest cutting
carbide burs you can get. They are faster
cutting, longer lasting and have true
concentricity.
• Special blade geometry featuring ﬁne
cross-cuts and unique neck design produce a
bur that cuts quickly
• Cut soft metal with reduced chatter,
breakage and improved control
• Reduced grabbing, stalling and breaking
while cutting through tough material

Our carbide burs and cutters are designed for multi-use and last much
longer than "disposable" burs. All burs are designed for Turbine Carving
Tools with a 1.6mm (1/16") diameter shank. These include the Vortex,
Power Carver, Powercrafter, Turbo Carver, etc. • CNC precision
manufacturing produces a top quality bur that exceeds industry standards
for quality and precision • Highest quality raw materials: One-piece, ﬁnegrain tungsten carbide design ground to the shape resulting in zero
vibration, superior durability, optimal cutting eﬃciency • Ability to
withstand repeated abuse • The most concentric bur ever produced consistent in size resulting in less chatter, superior control, eﬃcient
cutting and ﬁnishing

CARBIDE SUPER BURS
These are the fastest cutting bur ever produced. to its extensive inventory
of dental cutting tools. Special blade geometry featuring ﬁne cross-cuts
and unique neck design produce a bur that quickly cuts metal with
reduced chatter, breakage and improved control. Computer aided design
created to maximize performance while cutting metal such as gold, nickel,
chrome and other metal alloys like stainless steel. *Each bur is sold
individually.
Read More
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Variations
Image

SKU

Price

SSB-2R

$6.95

BSB-8

$6.95

SSB-34

$6.95

BSB-37

$6.95

BSB-702

$6.95

BSB-1558

$6.95

SKU: N/A
Price: $6.95
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ULTIMATE BUR SETS
We have put together six ultimate bur sets containing the most useful burs for various
carving areas artistry. To keep you organized so you don’t misplace your burs, we’re
including an anodized aluminum bur holder for FREE, a $19.95 value! This shiny anodized
aluminum case is sturdy and has a hinged, ﬂip top lid so you won’t accidentally lose burs.

We have put together six ultimate bur sets containing the most useful
burs for various carving areas artistry. To keep you organized so you don’t
misplace your burs, we’re including an anodized aluminum bur holder for
FREE, a $19.95 value! This shiny anodized aluminum case is sturdy and
has a hinged, ﬂip top lid so you won’t accidentally lose burs.

ULTIMATE BUR SET - METAL
The Ultimate Bur Set for Metal is designed for high precision pneumatic
turbine carvers. When you're carving at 400,000 RPM, you need quality
burs. Our set includes the essential bur types commonly used for metal.
Read More
SKU: UBSM
Price: $179.95 $159.95
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We have put together six ultimate bur sets containing the most useful
burs for various carving areas artistry. To keep you organized so you don’t
misplace your burs, we’re including an anodized aluminum bur holder for
FREE, a $19.95 value! This shiny anodized aluminum case is sturdy and
has a hinged, ﬂip top lid so you won’t accidentally lose burs.

ULTIMATE BUR SET - WOOD PIERCING
The Ultimate Bur Set for Wood Piercing is designed for woodturners doing
piercing with high precision pneumatic turbine carvers. When you're
carving at 400,000 RPM, you need quality burs that cut your wood, not
burn it. Our set includes the essential bur types commonly used for
piercing.
Read More
SKU: UBSWP
Price: $179.95 $159.95

We have put together six ultimate bur sets containing the most useful
burs for various carving areas artistry. To keep you organized so you don’t
misplace your burs, we’re including an anodized aluminum bur holder for
FREE, a $19.95 value! This shiny anodized aluminum case is sturdy and
has a hinged, ﬂip top lid so you won’t accidentally lose burs.

ULTIMATE BUR SET - GLASS & STONE
The Ultimate Bur Set for Glass and Stone is designed for precision glass
engraving, but can also be used on jewelry, turquoise, opals, quartz, jade,
ceramic and porcelain. When you're carving at 400,000 RPM, you need
quality burs due to the hardness of glass and stones. Our set includes
Diamond, Green Stone and Silicone bur types commonly used for glass
and stone engraving and polishing.
Read More
SKU: UBSGS
Price: $159.95 $139.95
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We have put together six ultimate bur sets containing the most useful
burs for various carving areas artistry. To keep you organized so you don’t
misplace your burs, we’re including an anodized aluminum bur holder for
FREE, a $19.95 value! This shiny anodized aluminum case is sturdy and
has a hinged, ﬂip top lid so you won’t accidentally lose burs.

ULTIMATE BUR SET - WOOD & GOURD
The Ultimate Bur Set for Wood and Gourd. Woodcarvers will enjoy using
these burs for doing precision carving and inlay. Gourd carvers will also
enjoy these quality burs. The level of detail they provide are so much
better when compared to larger burs used electric powered carvers. This
bur set has the burs you need to carver a beautiful gun stock.. When
you're carving at 400,000 RPM, you need quality burs that cut your wood,
not burn it. Our set includes bur types commonly used for wood and
gourd carving.
Read More
SKU: UBSWG
Price: $159.95 $139.95

We have put together six ultimate bur sets containing the most useful
burs for various carving areas artistry. To keep you organized so you don’t
misplace your burs, we’re including an anodized aluminum bur holder for
FREE, a $19.95 value! This shiny anodized aluminum case is sturdy and
has a hinged, ﬂip top lid so you won’t accidentally lose burs.

ULTIMATE BUR SET - EGG
The Ultimate Bur Set for Eggs includes the essential bur types commonly
used to carve eggs. We've also added a couple of specialty burs to make
certain carving tasks much easier. Whether you're relief carving the three
major colors of an Emu egg, carving out delicate ﬁligrees on a quail egg or
combining contour shaping and ﬁligree on an Ostrich egg, you'll ﬁnd this
bur set has it all.
Read More
SKU: UBSE
Price: $159.95 $139.95
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We have put together six ultimate bur sets containing the most useful
burs for various carving areas artistry. To keep you organized so you don’t
misplace your burs, we’re including an anodized aluminum bur holder for
FREE, a $19.95 value! This shiny anodized aluminum case is sturdy and
has a hinged, ﬂip top lid so you won’t accidentally lose burs.

ULTIMATE BUR SET - SAMPLER OF 30 BURS
This Ultimate Bur Set is a sampler of 30 diﬀerent burs. This set includes
the essential Carbides, Diamonds, Green Stones and White Stones.
Read More
SKU: UBSS
Price: $159.95 $139.95
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CARVING ACCESSORIES

BRASS HOSE BARB SPLICER
This brass hose barb splicer allows you to connect two air hoses together
by pushing the hose on to the barb. The splicer is designed for air hose
with 1/8 inch inside diameter, like the hose that comes with most carvers
and extra length of hose in this section. This splicer is all brass
construction, will not rust or corrode. Precision machined to high quality
standards.
Read More
SKU: BHBS
Price: $5.95 $4.95

BRASS HOSE BARB
Select from two brass hose barbs. Both have 1/8" barbs. The 1/4-18 NPT
connects to the Female Brass Industrial Plug. The 1/8-27 NPT are used for
the Speed Control Foot Pedal.
Read More
SKU: BHB
Price: $5.95
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FEMALE BRASS INDUSTRIAL PLUG
Female Brass Industrial Plug 1/4 NPT. Makes it easy to connect your air
hose to your air compressor. If you have our air compressor with a quick
release, get this matching part. It makes your air connections a snap! If
you want to connect your air hose to this, you'll need the optional 1/4 NPT
Hose Barb.
Read More
SKU: FBIP
Price: $6.95 $5.95

QUICK-DISCONNECT COUPLING
The mini Quick Disconnect Coupling is a valveless ﬁtting. Each halves seal
with a twist; replaceable O-rings eliminate leaks. Use to disconnect tool
from air supply. Fitting is 1/8" ID (ﬁts our air hose). Rated to 100 psi.
Read More
SKU: MQDC
Price: $8.95
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TYGON AIR HOSE
Tygon's clear-as-glass ﬂexible air hose is use for connect compressed air
to the Vortex F5. Tygon's super soft durometer hardness of 66 Shore A ‐
giving you carving freedom! Gone are the days of a stiﬀ hose hindering
your carving movements. You only need 2-3 feet
of Tygon air hose. A 1/8 inch splicer can be used to connect to the stiﬀer
hose coming from your air compressor. Inside Diameter 1/8 inch, Outside
Diameter 1/4 inch, Wall Thickness 1/16 inch. Working Pressure at 68oF is
1

68psi. Accepts /8 inch hose barbs. Sold by the foot.
Read More
SKU: TAH
Price: $2.25 $1.85

AIR HOSE CLEAR
Clear air hose plastic tubing. Used to give you extra length between your
1

1

carver and air compressor. Inside Diameter /8 inch, Outside Diameter /4
inch, Wall Thickness 1/16 inch. Shore Hardness 68A. Working Pressure at
68oF is 68psi. Accepts 1/8 inch hose barbs. Sold by the foot.
Read More
SKU: AHC
Price: $1.25 $0.95
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AIR FILTER MOISTURE TRAP
This combination air ﬁlter and moisture trap removes dirt & debris larger
than 40 microns and helps catch condensed water. A must for improving
the life of your turbine bearings. For best use, have at least 10 feet of
hose between your air compressor and this ﬁlter. This will ensure the air
has cooled and the water vapor has condensed where it can be collected
by the trap. Your air compressor connects to the "IN" port and the Vortex
F5 to the "OUT" port. Collected water drains automatically when air
pressure is turned oﬀ. Remember to order 2 brass hose barbs. The hose
barbs are 1/4-18 NPT and push onto 1/8 inch inside diameter hose. *Actual
item photo my vary.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

AFWT

$19.95

AFMT-HB

$29.95

SKU: AFMT
Price: $19.95 – $29.95
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VORTEX F5 TURBINE NOSECONE ASSEMBLY
F5 Turbine Nosecone Assembly - Includes new spindle/collet, preload
washer, pressure plate, 24 vane impeller, ABEC-9 rated ceramic ball
bearings - both front and rear ﬂange bearing assemblies use radial
contact and are shielded for dust & debris protection, permanently
lubricated ‐ never needs oil or cleaner, 7 jet manifold (jets are ported in
the Plus Power version), ﬂuted brass nosecone with 10 seated exhaust
ports, housing and bearing o-rings. Fully Assembled, just screw on to the
Vortex F5 housing.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

TNA-STD

$125.00

TNA-PLUS

$175.00

SKU: TNA
Price: $125.00 – $175.00

VORTEX F5 SERVICE
F5 Turbine Bearing Service - Two Options:
1. Bearing Only Service: Your Vortex F5 nosecone and components
(manifold, impeller, spindle,pressure plate) will be Ultrasonically
cleaned, New shielded front and rear ABEC-9 ceramic lube-free
radial contact bearings installed, new pre-load washer and pressure
plate if needed, and new o-rings.
2. Bearing & Power Upgrade: Same service as Option 1 with added
"Power Upgrade." Your nosecone manifold will be ported to allow
more air ﬂow through the turbine. This increased the power of your
tool. This eﬀectively turns a standard Vortex F5 into a Vortex F5+
Plus.
When you purchase this service, print a copy of your receipt and include it
when you send your Vortex F5 in for repair. When we receive your Vortex
F5, it will be serviced and returned within a 1 week. Please note, your
Vortex F5 must be received withing 30 days of placing a service order.
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Send your tool to this address below. Pack your tool well. Insurance and
Tracking are recommended.
Unbridled LLC
203 Mission Ave Ste 201
Cashmere, WA 98815
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price
$50.00

F5-SRV+

$100.00

SKU: N/A
Price: $50.00 – $100.00

MAGNETIC BUR TRAY
4" Magnetic Polished Stainless Steel Bur Tray. Stop losing burs! Put all of
your burs into the magnetic bur tray and pick and choose the ones you
need for your project. Can even hold burs when blowing away dust with an
air hose.
Polished stainless steel construction
Includes rubber-coated magnet to prevent marring
Overall dimensions in inches: 41/4 by 15/16
*Burs shown are not included.
Read More
SKU: MBT
Price: $6.95
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WOLFORD - GUNSTOCK CARVING STEP-BYSTEP VIDEO
Watch with Roger Wolford at his carving bench as he walks you through a
gunstock carving of a deer scene. This video includes carving instructions,
ﬁnishing instruction, visual aids, carving patterns, and more. You will
receive a USB loaded with a 11/2 hour video MP4 and a PDF ﬁle that
includes the carving pattern and reference materials.
Read More
SKU: VID-W
Price: $21.95

VARIABLE SPEED AIR VALVE
This valve controls the speed of your tool. Simply turn the knob to your
desired speed from shut oﬀ to full speed and everything in between. Note:
will not work on tankless air compressors.
Read More
SKU: VSAV
Price: $4.95
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BUR CLEANING STONE
Keeps diamond and stone cutters clean to maximize life. How to clean a
bur, plunge bur into cleaning stone for just at instant normal carving
speed. This removes debris from diamond and stone burs and restores the
cutting edges of diamond particles. For best results, moisten cleaning
stone to clean more eﬃciently. The cleaning stone measures in inches: 3
by 3/4 by 3/4. Note, carver shown in the photo is not included with the bur
cleaning stone.
Read More
SKU: BCS
Price: $6.95

Vortex F5 Ultra High Speed Precision Carver 500,000 RPM! There is no
other carver like it! It's the world's fastest precision carver! Compare all
the carvers Side-by-Side as shown in the photo to the right. Compare
them by clicking here.

SPEED CONTROL FOOT PEDAL
Vary the speed of your carver hands-free! This variable speed foot control
pedal is a must have! It allows you to vary the speed with an easy to press
foot pedal, leaving your hands free to hold the tool and your work without
interruptions. From oﬀ to maximum speed and everything between, you’ll
be amazed how often you change your carving speed from moment to
moment. With a little change in foot pressure, you can change the speed
to carve intricate details or press down for fast carving. Foot pedal
includes two 1/8-27 NPT brass hose barbs.
Read More
SKU: SCFP
Price: $139.95
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Vortex F5 Ultra High Speed Precision Carver 500,000 RPM! There is no
other carver like it! It's the world's fastest precision carver! Compare all
the carvers Side-by-Side as shown in the photo to the right. Compare
them by clicking here.

STENCIL AND TRANSFER FILM
The stencil ﬁlm is the secret behind making beautiful artwork. Simply copy
the artwork from the internet, magazines, books onto the stencil ﬁlm with
any scanner/printer.
Stencil ﬁlm has unique self adhesive ﬁlm can be imaged on laser or ink jet
printers. The image can be cut out and applied to most surfaces by
peeling oﬀ the backing. Use your Vortex F5 to trace the image resulting in
a transfer to your artwork.
Stencil ﬁlm consists of a thin top ﬁlm made from coated polyester ﬁlm.
The ﬁlm is extremely tough considering its thinness. The top coating is
specially formulated to allow toner and ink from your printer to adhere.
You can also draw on the surface with pen or pencil.
Sheet size is 81/2 inches, only 1 mil thick, yet very tough. The ﬁlm has a
clear matte ﬁnish with a peel-oﬀ adhesive backing. Note: Ink jet users, set
your printer to "Draft", "Fast Print" or "Glossy Photo Paper."
Read More
SKU: SFA4
Price: $1.50 $0.99

Vortex F5 Ultra High Speed Precision Carver 500,000 RPM! There is no
other carver like it! It's the world's fastest precision carver! Compare all
the carvers Side-by-Side as shown in the photo to the right. Compare
them by clicking here.

VORTEX ROUTER BASE
The Vortex Router Base (VRB) attachment is ﬁnally here! The VRB is
precision milled from Aerospace aluminum. Its user friendly ergonomic
shape allows greater grip control. It also makes precision carving at
uniform depth to inlay precious metals, stones, woods and/or epoxies like
a pro! The VRB is perfect for lettering and borders as well.
Read More

Variations
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Image

SKU

Price

VRB-N

$39.95

VRB-Y

$47.95

SKU: VRB
Price: $39.95 – $47.95

Vortex F5 Ultra High Speed Precision Carver 500,000 RPM! There is no
other carver like it! It's the world's fastest precision carver! Compare all
the carvers Side-by-Side as shown in the photo to the right. Compare
them by clicking here.

TURBINE SPINDLE CLEANER
Turbine Spindle Cleaner - Yes, you need this!
As you carve on your work you will undoubtedly change your burs to get
diﬀerent cuts. After awhile you may notice your burs are just a little
harder to insert into the spindle. During carving, you may notice the bur
does not stay ﬁrmly locked inside the spindle or it falls out completely. So
what is going on and how can this problem be ﬁxed? Easy, you need to
ﬂush out the debris and build-up inside your spindle.
Read More
SKU: VSC-15
Price: $9.95
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ESSENTIAL ACCESSORIES KIT
All the essential accessories needed to setup any high speed carver in a
single kit. This kit is only $30 when purchased with a Vortex F5 carver.
Items include*:
11. Variable Speed Air Valve (Speed Control)
12. 12 feet of high quality 1/4" OD, 1/8" ID air supply hose
13. Brass 1/4" NPT to 1/8" Hose Barb
14. Brass 1/4" Quick Connect Air Hose Plug
15. Bur Sampler Kit:
3 Carbide Burs:
1. FG8 Round 2.3mm
2. FG33½ Inverted Cone 0.6mm
3. FG699 Tapered Fissure 2.1mm x 4.8mm
3 Diamonds:
1. DR12C Round 1.2mm Coarse
2. DFB23C Football 2.3mm Coarse
3. DFL14C Flame 1.4mm Coarse
16. Magnetic Polished Stainless Steel Bur Tray
17. Bur Cleaning Stone, cleans burs fast without chemicals
18. Safety Glasses and Dust Mask
*

Items shown in photo may vary from the actual product.

Read More
SKU: EAK
Price: $71.95
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COLLECTIBLES

AMAZING EMU EGG
This is an Emu egg reproduction molded oﬀ a real emu egg made
speciﬁcally for egg carvers. We started by ﬁnding a very nice Emu egg.
Then we created a 2-piece mold using industrial silicone capable of
reproducing the ﬁnest details. We were amazed that the molding result
captured every minute detail. (See photo enlargement showing texture.)
Now the fun part - we placed the mold on a rotational casting machine
and charged the mold with 2 ounces of pristine white polyurethane resin.
The end result was an amazing hollow resin Emu egg. This is perfect for
the egg carvers because it has even better qualities than a real Emu egg.
This listing is for 1 hollowcast resin Emu egg.
The egg stand/holder, Vortex F5 carver, Ultimate Bur Set for Egg, Burs and
Model Horses are not included.
Read More
SKU: AEE
Price: $24.95 $15.95

EQUUS SERIES - YEAR OF THE HORSE 2014
- .999 FINE SILVER ROUND
This is the ﬁrst bas relief in the “Equus Series” by the International equine
sculptor, Debbi LerMond, for the .999 Fine Silver Round edition to
commemorate the Sheng Xiao “Chinese zodiac” for 2014, the Year of the
Horse. Utilizing her 50+ years of involvement with this noble breed, Debbi
wanted her ﬁrst edition to showcase the beautiful head which sets the
Arabian apart from any other breed of horse. She was inspired by a
captivating photo of the Arabian stallion, Najjar and knew he would be
beﬁtting for her ﬁrst Silver Round edition. This Limited Edition of 200 of
one Troy ounce of .999 Fine Silver Rounds is sequentially numbered on
the edge to insure the authenticity of the sculptor’s work.
Read More
SKU: ES-2014
Price: $129.95
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SCULPTING CLAYS
Our 2-part clays are self-hardening. Both
Amazing Sculpt and FXclay were developed
by a professional equine sculptor to capture
ultra ﬁne details and stand up to the
challenges faced by sculpting the horse from
life.
AmazingSculpt is a ﬁne detail modeling clay
developed to capture and hold ﬁne details.
Small size AmazingSculpt particles are key to
precision shaping and tooling at any angle.
Average working time is 1 hour, fully cures to
a beautiful frost white color in 24 hours.
Enhance detail with included Smoothing
Solution to add texture and feathering.
FXclay is a non-sagging, non-sticky, self-cure
modeling clay to capture and hold ultra ﬁne
details. Micron size FXclay particles are key
to precision shaping and tooling at any angle.
Average working time is 1 hour, fully cures to
a beautiful mink gray color in 24 hours.
Enhance detail with included Smoothing
Solution to add texture and feathering.
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Our 2-part clays are self-hardening. Both Amazing Sculpt and FXclay were
developed by a professional equine sculptor to capture ultra ﬁne details
and stand up to the challenges faced by sculpting the horse from life.
AmazingSculpt is a ﬁne detail modeling clay developed to capture and
hold ﬁne details. Small size AmazingSculpt particles are key to precision
shaping and tooling at any angle. Average working time is 1 hour, fully
cures to a beautiful frost white color in 24 hours. Enhance detail with
included Smoothing Solution to add texture and feathering. FXclay is a
non-sagging, non-sticky, self-cure modeling clay to capture and hold ultra
ﬁne details. Micron size FXclay particles are key to precision shaping and
tooling at any angle. Average working time is 1 hour, fully cures to a
beautiful mink gray color in 24 hours. Enhance detail with included
Smoothing Solution to add texture and feathering.

AMAZING SCULPT - 2 PART SCULPTING
CLAY, SELF HARDENING
Amazing Sculpt™ is a smooth sculpting clay with the strength of epoxy!
Developed by a professional equine sculptor to capture and hold ﬁne
details. Small size Amazing Sculpt particles are key to precision shaping
and tooling at any angle. Average working time is 1 hour, fully cures to a
beautiful frost white color in 24 hours. Enhance detail with included
Smoothing Solution to add texture and feathering.
Due to a nationwide shortage of masks, the AS-2K kit will not include a
dust mask until further notice.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

AS-1/4

$9.95

AS-1

$19.95

AS-2K
SKU: N/A
Price: $9.95 – $28.95

$32.95
$28.95
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Our 2-part clays are self-hardening. Both Amazing Sculpt and FXclay were
developed by a professional equine sculptor to capture ultra ﬁne details
and stand up to the challenges faced by sculpting the horse from life.
AmazingSculpt is a ﬁne detail modeling clay developed to capture and
hold ﬁne details. Small size AmazingSculpt particles are key to precision
shaping and tooling at any angle. Average working time is 1 hour, fully
cures to a beautiful frost white color in 24 hours. Enhance detail with
included Smoothing Solution to add texture and feathering. FXclay is a
non-sagging, non-sticky, self-cure modeling clay to capture and hold ultra
ﬁne details. Micron size FXclay particles are key to precision shaping and
tooling at any angle. Average working time is 1 hour, fully cures to a
beautiful mink gray color in 24 hours. Enhance detail with included
Smoothing Solution to add texture and feathering.

FXCLAY
Read More
SKU: N/A
Price:

Our 2-part clays are self-hardening. Both Amazing Sculpt and FXclay were
developed by a professional equine sculptor to capture ultra ﬁne details
and stand up to the challenges faced by sculpting the horse from life.
AmazingSculpt is a ﬁne detail modeling clay developed to capture and
hold ﬁne details. Small size AmazingSculpt particles are key to precision
shaping and tooling at any angle. Average working time is 1 hour, fully
cures to a beautiful frost white color in 24 hours. Enhance detail with
included Smoothing Solution to add texture and feathering. FXclay is a
non-sagging, non-sticky, self-cure modeling clay to capture and hold ultra
ﬁne details. Micron size FXclay particles are key to precision shaping and
tooling at any angle. Average working time is 1 hour, fully cures to a
beautiful mink gray color in 24 hours. Enhance detail with included
Smoothing Solution to add texture and feathering.

SMOOTHING SOLUTION
An Environmentally Green product designed for smoothing self-hardening
synthetic clay, Amazing Smoothing Solution is the perfect “must-have”
companion for feathering, texturing, tooling, cleaning sculpting tools and
brushes and/or removing stickiness. Use on non-cured synthetic clay to
get a glass smooth ﬁnish. Tip: When working with self-hardening synthetic
clay, apply Amazing Smoothing Solution onto your gloves so the clay will
not stick to them. Unlike using water or isopropyl alcohol, Amazing
Smoothing Solution will not drag when smoothing putty. Non-Flammable,
Biodegradable, Environmentally Safe and Friendly. Use water based
Amazing Smoothing Solution as a safer alternative to acetone, denatured
alcohol, MEK or other commonly used toxic solvents.
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Features and Beneﬁts
Environmentally Green product
Clear liquid, won't discolor your work!
Use for smoothing 2-part epoxy putties
Cleans brushes and sculpting tools
Removes stickiness
Water clean-up
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

SS-10

$2.95

SS-8

$9.95

SS-2

$6.95

SKU: SS
Price: $2.95 – $9.95

Our 2-part clays are self-hardening. Both Amazing Sculpt and FXclay were
developed by a professional equine sculptor to capture ultra ﬁne details
and stand up to the challenges faced by sculpting the horse from life.
AmazingSculpt is a ﬁne detail modeling clay developed to capture and
hold ﬁne details. Small size AmazingSculpt particles are key to precision
shaping and tooling at any angle. Average working time is 1 hour, fully
cures to a beautiful frost white color in 24 hours. Enhance detail with
included Smoothing Solution to add texture and feathering. FXclay is a
non-sagging, non-sticky, self-cure modeling clay to capture and hold ultra
ﬁne details. Micron size FXclay particles are key to precision shaping and
tooling at any angle. Average working time is 1 hour, fully cures to a
beautiful mink gray color in 24 hours. Enhance detail with included
Smoothing Solution to add texture and feathering.

CARVING SET - 6PC STAINLESS STEEL
TOOLS, 12 SHAPES
This carving set contains the essential stainless steel tools for carving 2part epoxy clay. Set includes a spatula, hook, pick, spade, scoop and
combo spade/scoop. Knurled handles provide a positive grip and a durable
stainless steel construction resists rust when exposed to water.
Each tool contains two shapes, 12 total shapes
Durable stainless construction
Knurled handles for positive grip
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Each tool is about 6 inches
Read More
SKU: CS-6
Price: $9.95

Our 2-part clays are self-hardening. Both Amazing Sculpt and FXclay were
developed by a professional equine sculptor to capture ultra ﬁne details
and stand up to the challenges faced by sculpting the horse from life.
AmazingSculpt is a ﬁne detail modeling clay developed to capture and
hold ﬁne details. Small size AmazingSculpt particles are key to precision
shaping and tooling at any angle. Average working time is 1 hour, fully
cures to a beautiful frost white color in 24 hours. Enhance detail with
included Smoothing Solution to add texture and feathering. FXclay is a
non-sagging, non-sticky, self-cure modeling clay to capture and hold ultra
ﬁne details. Micron size FXclay particles are key to precision shaping and
tooling at any angle. Average working time is 1 hour, fully cures to a
beautiful mink gray color in 24 hours. Enhance detail with included
Smoothing Solution to add texture and feathering.

NO GLOVES CREAM - SCULPT WITHOUT
GLOVES!
Acts like an invisible glove to protect the skin against solvents. Great for
sculptors who can't use gloves, but still want protection. Does not contain
silicone. Contains emollients and moisturizers to soothe skin and a
antimicrobial to ﬁght bacteria. Comes in a small 1/2 oz (14g) tube or the
larger 4 oz (114g) tube. Photo shows both sizes.
Superior Formulation – A quality formula that provides protection
against solvent-based skin irritants
Non greasy – Formulation rubs in completely without interfering with
grip or dexterity. Contains no silicone
Eﬀective – Only a small amount is necessary to provide eﬀective
skin protection
Hygienic – Ultrasonically sealed cartridges prevent the ingress of
bacteria
Caring – Contains skin conditioners to prevent drying skin
Economical – One application provides 2-3 hours of protection
against irritants
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU
NG-S

Price
$2.95
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Image

SKU
NG-L

Price
$6.95

SKU: N/A
Price: $2.95 – $6.95

Amazing Fa-brick is a transparent textile and decoration hardener. Dip
nearly any porous natural materials, such as textiles, into Amazing Fabrick and it will become stiﬀ and rigid when dry. Drape or wrap your fabric
around a wire ﬁgure, paper mache or other armature to make sculptures
from fabric. Dries transparent or add colored pigment powder to give a
new look to your sculpture.

AMAZING PIGMENT
Add beautiful color to Amazing Fa-Brick or Amazing Sculpt with our
rainbow of dry pigments. Easy to use, just add a small amount of pigment
to Amazing Fa-Brick or Amazing Sculpt (Part A), mix until even. Want a
diﬀerent shade? Mix more or or less pigment. How about a diﬀerent color?
Amazing Pigments can be mixed together to achieve a desired shade or
color. The "Small" containers are 1/4 ﬂ.oz, about 8ml and can pigment up
to 1 gallon of Amazing Fa-Brick or 8 pounds of Amazing Sculpt.
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU

Price

AP-WHT

$5.95

AP-BLK

$5.95

AP-RED

$5.95

AP-OR

$5.95

AP-YEL

$5.95

AP-GRN

$5.95
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Image

SKU

Price

AP-TG

$5.95

AP-UB

$5.95

AP-UV

$5.95

AP-BS

$5.95

AP-RU

$5.95

AP-PERL

$7.95

AP-PG

$7.95

AP-SG

$7.95

AP-BRZ

$7.95

AP-COP

$5.95
$5.95

SKU: N/A
Price: $5.95 – $7.95
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VORTEX F5 CARVER
Vortex F5 Ultra High Speed Precision Carver
500,000 RPM! There is no other carver like it!
It's the world's fastest precision carver!
Compare all the carvers Side-by-Side as
shown in the photo to the right.
Compare them by clicking here.

Vortex F5 Ultra High Speed Precision Carver 500,000 RPM! There is no
other carver like it! It's the world's fastest precision carver! Compare all
the carvers Side-by-Side as shown in the photo to the right. Compare
them by clicking here.

SPEED CONTROL FOOT PEDAL
Vary the speed of your carver hands-free! This variable speed foot control
pedal is a must have! It allows you to vary the speed with an easy to press
foot pedal, leaving your hands free to hold the tool and your work without
interruptions. From oﬀ to maximum speed and everything between, you’ll
be amazed how often you change your carving speed from moment to
moment. With a little change in foot pressure, you can change the speed
to carve intricate details or press down for fast carving. Foot pedal
includes two 1/8-27 NPT brass hose barbs.
Read More
SKU: SCFP
Price: $139.95
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Vortex F5 Ultra High Speed Precision Carver 500,000 RPM! There is no
other carver like it! It's the world's fastest precision carver! Compare all
the carvers Side-by-Side as shown in the photo to the right. Compare
them by clicking here.

STENCIL AND TRANSFER FILM
The stencil ﬁlm is the secret behind making beautiful artwork. Simply copy
the artwork from the internet, magazines, books onto the stencil ﬁlm with
any scanner/printer.
Stencil ﬁlm has unique self adhesive ﬁlm can be imaged on laser or ink jet
printers. The image can be cut out and applied to most surfaces by
peeling oﬀ the backing. Use your Vortex F5 to trace the image resulting in
a transfer to your artwork.
Stencil ﬁlm consists of a thin top ﬁlm made from coated polyester ﬁlm.
The ﬁlm is extremely tough considering its thinness. The top coating is
specially formulated to allow toner and ink from your printer to adhere.
You can also draw on the surface with pen or pencil.
Sheet size is 81/2 inches, only 1 mil thick, yet very tough. The ﬁlm has a
clear matte ﬁnish with a peel-oﬀ adhesive backing. Note: Ink jet users, set
your printer to "Draft", "Fast Print" or "Glossy Photo Paper."
Read More
SKU: SFA4
Price: $1.50 $0.99

Vortex F5 Ultra High Speed Precision Carver 500,000 RPM! There is no
other carver like it! It's the world's fastest precision carver! Compare all
the carvers Side-by-Side as shown in the photo to the right. Compare
them by clicking here.

VORTEX ROUTER BASE
The Vortex Router Base (VRB) attachment is ﬁnally here! The VRB is
precision milled from Aerospace aluminum. Its user friendly ergonomic
shape allows greater grip control. It also makes precision carving at
uniform depth to inlay precious metals, stones, woods and/or epoxies like
a pro! The VRB is perfect for lettering and borders as well.
Read More

Variations
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Image

SKU

Price

VRB-N

$39.95

VRB-Y

$47.95

SKU: VRB
Price: $39.95 – $47.95

Vortex F5 Ultra High Speed Precision Carver 500,000 RPM! There is no
other carver like it! It's the world's fastest precision carver! Compare all
the carvers Side-by-Side as shown in the photo to the right. Compare
them by clicking here.

VORTEX F5 CARVER - TAKE YOUR ART TO
THE HIGHEST LEVEL!
Vortex F5 Carver is an Ultra High Speed Precision Carver 500,000 RPM!
There is undoubtedly no other carver like it! World's Fastest Precision
Carver! Exclusively designed for carving! Order this tool today to start
carver better tomorrow. Follow these three steps to build your perfect
Vortex F5 carving system:
1. Power Level: Start by choosing how much power you want from
your Vortex F5. (F5 Standard Power or F5+ Plus High Power)
2. Essential Accessories Kit (EAK): Do you want the accessories?
Included hoses, 6 burs, variable speed air valve, ﬁttings, etc. (Yes or
No)
3. Complete Turnkey: This includes the 2010A-DCO Air Compressor,
Linemaster Speed Control Footpedal, and the Essential
Accessories Kit (EAK). (Yes or No)
Read More

Variations
Image

SKU
F5

F5-TK

Price
$539.95
$399.95

$795.95
$739.95
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Image

SKU
F5-EAK

F5+

F5+TK

F5+EAK

Price
$569.96
$429.95

$545.95
$449.95

$845.95
$789.95

$619.95
$479.95

SKU: F5
Price: $399.95 – $789.95

Vortex F5 Ultra High Speed Precision Carver 500,000 RPM! There is no
other carver like it! It's the world's fastest precision carver! Compare all
the carvers Side-by-Side as shown in the photo to the right. Compare
them by clicking here.

TURBINE SPINDLE CLEANER
Turbine Spindle Cleaner - Yes, you need this!
As you carve on your work you will undoubtedly change your burs to get
diﬀerent cuts. After awhile you may notice your burs are just a little
harder to insert into the spindle. During carving, you may notice the bur
does not stay ﬁrmly locked inside the spindle or it falls out completely. So
what is going on and how can this problem be ﬁxed? Easy, you need to
ﬂush out the debris and build-up inside your spindle.
Read More
SKU: VSC-15
Price: $9.95
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Unbridled LLC, d/b/a SculptingStudio.com
203 Mission Ave Ste 201
Cashmere, WA 98815 US
1-888-643-9423 toll-free
1-206-274-9114 international
www.SculptingStudio.com
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